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Rezumate /Abstracts  
 

ARTICOLE ŞI STUDII 

Articles and Studies  

 

MUZICĂ 
MUSIC  

 
I. RESTITUIRI ISTORIOGRAFICE 

HISTORY RESTITUTIONS   

 

CÂNTECE ALE UNIRII  
Songs of the Great Unification 

 
Prof. univ. dr. Carmen Stoianov 

Lector univ. dr. Viorica Iuraşcu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Romanian composers of the nineteenth century attempted to create a stable repertoire 

of patriotic songs. The desire of Unity and stability of all the Romanian territories is 

continuously present. 

 

Keywords: song, composer, Union 
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REPERE ALE CRITICII MUZICALE ROMÂNEŞTI – 
MIHAIL JORA (2 AUGUST 1891 - 10 MAI 1971) 
Highlights of romanian musical critique:Mihail Jora 

 

Lector univ. dr. Dorina Arsenescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The study "Mihail Jora" will be published as a tribute to the romanian musician in 

celebration for the 120 years since his birth and 40 years since the master’s 

disappearance. 

 

"Mihail Jora - musical critic" and "Pages of musical criticism" are the focal points of the 

text plus an article signed by Cella Delavrancea: "Concert of new music." 

The study is part of the research "Highlights of Romanian musical critics" that was 

included in the doctoral thesis "Cella Delavrancea - musical critic." 

 

Keywords: musical critic, themes, portraits, articles 

 
 

TRADIŢIA MANUSCRISELOR  
Manuscript tradition 

 

Lector univ. dr. Ana Maria Puiu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

The manuscripts are a fascinating and unique documentation of the music created in the 

medieval period. Each manuscript was done by one scribe or a group of scribes, and 

provides information on a repertoire characteristic for a certain period of time in a 

certain place. The categories of medieval manuscripts and the purpose for which they 

were written will be noted here and wants to be a journey dedicated to a thorough 

discussion of manuscript tradition, and their content, the notional and technical 

conception way of these impressive ”deposits” of medieval music. 

 

Keywords: manuscript, codex, antiphonary, medieval, notation, illuminati 
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II. PERSPECTIVE ANALITICE  
ASUPRA DISCURSULUI MUZICAL 

ANALYTICAL PROSPECTS OF MUSICAL SPEECH 

 
GÂNDIREA PRIN SUNETE  

Thinking through sounds 
 

Conf. univ. dr. Georgeta Pinghiriac 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

                     
I have named the third  of my work ”Thinking through sounds”. In those pages I shall 

refer to the creation of Igor Stravinski.  

Igor Stravinski attracted me through the stylistic evolution of assimilation of the new: 1. 

”The Pastoral Song” (vocalize on A and U); 2. ”Three Songs From The Japanese Lyric” 

op. 19: a) ”Akahito”, b) ”Mazatsumi” and c) ”Tsarayuki”. 

In  the vanguardist attacks the unknown, but he is aware of the frailty of his acts and he 

becomes a symbol by accepting the imminence of the offering. The sound, the word, the 

image and the lyrical gesture moved me while analyzing and interpreting the songs I 

mentioned above.  

 

Keywords: The Japanese Lyric,  Akahito, Mazatsumi,  Tsarayuki, the vanguardist 

attacks 

 

STILUL MUZICAL BEETHOVENIAN 
Beethoven's musical style 

 

Lector univ. dr. Luminiţa Pogăceanu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

In the analysis that follows, I explore the aesthetic content of Beethoven’s music, the 

affirmative nature of music, and the living experience of music. The findings presented 

here show a strong correlation between the objectification of subjectivity in Beethoven’s 

music, the process of musical societalization, and the link between musical practice and 

social theory. 

 

Keywords: Beethoven, musical style, piano sonata, emotion 
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IDEI GENERATOARE ALE TRAIECTULUI SONOR Ok 
Generative ideas of the musical trajectories 

Premio Valentino Bucchi  

di Roma Internazionale 2003 

Sorin Lerescu: Composition Master Class 

 

Conf. univ. dr. Sorin Lerescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

The main idea of my Master class course is: ”Generative ideas of the musical 

trajectories”. 

 

Other ideas are: 

1. Some of my works will be analyzed putting in evidence several relationships between: 

continuity-uncontinuity, sound-noise, consonance-dissonance, solo-multiple. 

2. Significant coordinates are also emphasized  in my Master class.  

3. I'll analyze my next works: 

 

EIKONA, for 7 instrumentalists (1993), PIANO-CANTO per piano solo (1980), REFLEX 

5 for percussion groups (1996), SIMFONIA III (3rd Symphony) (1994), TEMPERO for 

clarinet, percussion and tape (1999), MOMENTE (Moments) for string orchestra 

(2001), PROPORTIONS II for flute and ensemble (2002).   

 

Keywords: musical trajectories, generative ideas, continuity-uncontinuity, 

consonance-dissonance, sound-noise, solo-multiple, Eikona, Reflex 5, Sorin Lerescu, 

Master class, Piano-Canto, Proportions, Simfonia III, Momente, Proportions II  
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PROGRAMATISMUL MUZICAL ÎN SIMFONIA A ŞAPTEA, 
A LENINGRADULUI, DE D. ŞOSTAKOVICI; ELEMENTE 

DIVERSE DE CONCRETIZARE ORCHESTRALĂ  
Programme music in Dimitri Shostakovich's Leningrad Seventh Symphony; 

various elements of orchestral epitomization 

 

Conf. univ. dr. Viorel Creţu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

This short article about Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony, score dedicated to the 

struggle of the Soviet peoples against Nazi invasion and occupation and describing, with 

specific musical procedures, the siege of the splendid city of Leningrad (today Sankt 

Petersburg) in northern Russia represents the consequence of some memories of my 

childhood when the performance of this majestic symphony, often played in those times 

and frequently referred to, made a huge importance on my musical experience and 

evolution. The symphony would impress anyone with any knowledge of the Second 

World War as the music is overwhelming. Programme music is the main tool of the 

composer here and, in this short article, I tried to underline several easily identifiable 

ways to put to work this versatile artistic tool. 

 

Keywords: Shostakovich, programatism, Leningrad, war, orchestration, contrast 

 

ATELIER COMPONISTIC: POVESTEA  
UNEI POVEŞTI PUSE ÎN MUZICĂ 

Composition workshop: the story of one piece turned into music 

 

Conf. univ. asoc. dr. George Balint 

Universitatea din Piteşti 

Abstract 

 

From vision up until creating the musical score, the composition framework includes 

several steps, implying a subjective alternation between verbalization and intonation, 

while the composer is the sole-interpreter of his own musical creation. My specific 

intention is to present this kind of fact, by retrospectively coming out of the composition 

workshop, with the help of a recent work (2010): "A single tree and so many birds!", for 

8 clarinets, percussion, story-teller and tape.  
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Keywords: musical dramaturgy, music knot, compass, language, vocal range-register, 

meter-rhythm, structure, syntax, formal musical bent 

 

 
III. EDUCAŢIA MUZICALĂ – METODOLOGIE  

ŞI ANALIZĂ 
MUSIC EDUCATION – METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS 

 

INIŢIEREA INSTRUMENTALĂ, ALTENATIVĂ EDUCAŢIONALĂ 
ÎN ÎNVĂŢĂMÂNTUL OBLIGATORIU  

Instrumental introduction, educational alternative in pulsory education 
 

Asist. univ. drd. Cătălina Moisescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract: 

 

In the modern Romanian society changing views over the aim of teaching music in 

pulsory education is necessary, as well as an efficient and actual reform of it. It is a well-

known fact that not all children possess the capacity of reproducing the real pitch of 

musical sounds, and the use of instruments with an easy handling, through small 

insertions, could represent an alternative to create their specific musical familiarisation, 

also representing one of the main competences in the school curriculum. 

 

Keywords: musical education, instrumental introduction, active school, workshop-

school 
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IV. CÂNTAREA TRADIŢIONALĂ –  

ELEMENTE DEFINITORII 
TRADITIONAL SONG INTERPRETATION – DEFINING ELEMENTS 

 
RITUALURI  DE  RECOLTARE. CUNUNA  DE GRĂU (II) 

CONSIDERAŢII ETNOMUZICOLOGICE ASUPRA CÂNTECELOR  
DE SECERIŞ  

Harvesting Rituals. The Wheat Crown (II). Ethnomusicologic 

Considerations On Mowing Songs 
 

                                                  Lector univ. dr. Otilia Pop Miculi 

                                                              Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

This study describes and analyzes the harvest songs from the ceremony that concludes 

harvesting the wheat. It analyzes the main musical types and subtypes from 

Transylvania, musical language elements like sound systems, rhythmical systems and 

musical architecture. 

 
Keywords: ritual melody, tricorders, tetracorders, pentacorders, pentathony, 

hexacorders, subtone, architectural structure, sound structure, melodical bipolarity, 

giusto 
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V. VALORIZĂRI ÎN ACTUL INTERPRETĂRII 

MUZICALE 
ART VALUE IN MUSICAL INTERPRETATION 

 
ROLUL DIRIJORULUI  

ÎN REALIZAREA ACTULUI INTERPRETATIV 
The Conductor's Role in Interpretation  

 

Asist. univ. dr. Aurel Muraru 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

„Dusă la extrem,  

analiza își pierde funcția revelatoare  

și devine obsesie de teoretician”1 

Ilie Dumitrașcu 

Abstract  

 

The analytical step is absolutely necessary and extremely important in the research done 

by the conductor, in order for him or her to know and learn a certain musical work. 

Though it is not a goal per se, the detailed analysis of the score is a first step to be taken 

in the direction of the elaboration of a logic, coherent and expressive notion of 

interpretation, based on the understanding, study and identification of all important 

moments of the musical work. The analytical process is a necessary step, important, 

vital, but not sufficient. To reach its goal, the musical analysis has to find its finality in 

the interpretation.  

 

Keywords: Conductor, Interpretation, Musical analysis 
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VIAŢA ŞTIINŢIFICĂ 

SCIENTIFIC LIFE 

 

Sesiune de comunicări ştiinţifice a cadrelor didactice din Facultatea de Arte a 

Universităţii Spiru Haret, joi, 15 decembrie 2011, orele 10-13, cu tema: Abordări 

contemporane în cercetarea fenomenului artistic – Muzică şi Teatru 

 

Spiru Haret University, Faculty of Arts, Music Pedagogy Specialization, Music 

Department, Scientific Session of students and MA students, Perspectives of Modernity 

in the creation, interpretation and musical education, 30 April 2011, Bucharest 

 

 
DRĂGAICA, RITUAL DE RECOLTARE  

CU STRUCTURĂ MUZICALĂ COMPLEXĂ 
”Drăgaica”, crops harvesting ritual with a complex musical structure 

  
student Ciprian-Constantin Mahulea  

Coordonator ştiinţific: Lector univ. dr. Otilia Pop Miculi 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The crops maturing and harvesting customs have generated in the folk thinking system 

a complex of events that represent both an ending and a beginning moment for the 

agricultural cycle, thus having mythical and ritual implications. 

 

Originating in the magical practices related to the communication with the forces of 

nature, these customs are the oldest layer of the crop harvesting events. An ample 

ceremonial that is interlinked with a ritual melody, directly related to the moment when 

the crops mature and people begin to harvest it is Drăgaica. 

 

Keywords: harvest, magical practices, agricultural cycle, Drăgaică 
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TEATRU  
THEATRE 

 
I. TEATRUL ŞI COMUNICAREA  

THEATRE AND COMMUNICATION 

 
NEVOIA ANCESTRALĂ DE EROI –  

REPERE MORALE ŞI SOCIALE ALE UMANITĂŢII  
The ancestral necessity of heroes as moral and social  

guide marks of humanity 

 

Conf. univ. dr. George Grigore 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Motto: 

Nu primim înţelepciunea; 

 trebuie s-o descoperim noi înşine 

 după o călătorie pe care nimeni nu o poate face pentru noi 

 sau de care ne poate cruţa. (Proust) 

 

Abstract 

 

Our human world could not exist without heroes, without these demigods that have put 

their shoulder for the development of civilization and the growth of art and culture. 

Since always, man needed a guide in which to ”pour” his still cruel ego of his poetic 

adolescence. The study is analysing current and ancestral guides of human’s unique and 

unexampled character, that drove to the projection of aspirations, dreams, hopes of 

humanity in perfect human types that, at least in the ideal plan, were able to express 

their goals, compensating a lot of times the impossibility of making it real in the 

material world. These heroes will become guides, will be envied, admired and 

transformed according to the vision and the desire of achievement of everyone. The 

knowledge of the true human value alows young people who want to aspire to the art of 

Thalia, to be able to overcome the inherent difficulties of such enterprises and shall 

encourage their evolution, as future bearers of the eternal flame of the romanian art and 

culture.  

 

Keywords: perfect human, aspirations, dreams, Icar, Prometeu, Faust, Făt-Frumos 
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TEATRUL ROMAN: PRIMA VICTORIE A VIZUALULUI  
ASUPRA TEXTULUI  

The Roman theatre: the first victory of the visual over the text 

 

Lector  univ. drd. Ioana Visalon 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The course of the theatre within the Greek-Roman antiquity, from the almightiness of 

the text  until the total victory of the visual within the Latin pantomime as well as in all 

hybrid show forms mirrors, within its several coordinates, the  evolution which will be 

taken back by the European theatre, since Renaissance, when ”The Poetics” of Aristotle 

is rediscovered, up to the present,in the time of the  post-dramatic theatre, theatre 

which will re-assert the pre-eminence of the visual over the text. 

  

Keywords: Roman theatre, visual, Latin pantomime, post-dramatic theatre, hybrid 

show forms 

 

 
CLOWNUL  

The Clown 

 

Conf. univ. dr. Mircea Constantinescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

Pierre-Louis Duchartre, in his work ”La commedie Italiene”, one that remained of great 

refference, states that the stereotypal and grotesque characters that populate the Atellan 

farses (a town in Campagnia), made up in the II-nd century B.C.: the dumb Maccus, 

braggy Bucco, the old stingy and ridiculous Pappus and Dossenus, the so-called shrewed 

and hunchbacked are forerunners of the masks from Commedia dell’ Arte. One could 

say they are the great-grandfathers of the clown, too. Briefly, here are a few ”masks” that 

mark the course of this energetic type of show: the Atellane farses, the medieval farses, 

Shakespeare (the two grave-diggers from ”Hamlet”, the characters Falstaff, Speed, 

Launce), then the German, Till Eulenspiegel, the Priculici in Romania. What profound 

mistery do the clowns own?! What potential danger may their abysal gaze contain?!      
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Keywords: The Clown, Bouffon, Maccus,Bucco, Commedia dell’ Arte, mask, medieval 

farses, priculici  

 

 
VALENŢELE SPECTACULARE ALE DRAMATURGIEI LUI JEAN 

GIRAUDOUX, JEAN COCTEAU ŞI JEAN ANOUILH: 
TEATRUL – O LUME FĂRĂ FRONTIERE 

The spectacular valences drama in the playwright’s of Jean Giraudoux, 

Jean Cocteau and Jean Anouilh: The theatre – a borderless world 
 

Lector univ. dr. Iulia Boroş 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

If intuition, or the need to search is guiding our attention to one author or another, 

regardless of temporal distance that separates us from them, we are investigating not 

considering the time of appearance, those works which can still contribute to keeping 

theater and function that defines it, creating limits toward the other arts. 

 

The theatrical Art, like all art, known over time moments of brilliance but also 

disharmony, or eminent collapse. Fortunately, there were plenty of writing and writing 

dramatic works that can provide undoubtedly long life of this art, to delight generations 

to come. 

 

We can say today, entitled, that modern theater, or modern theater show, is the 

umbrella under which can accommodate (or meet) all other arts. And it's no 

exaggeration or, conversely, any generalization in that statement. Specatacolul theater 

involves happy meeting between music, lights, choreography, the art of oratory, etc. We 

do not want to build to the theatre performance an undeserved pedestal but this reality 

compels us not limit ourselves to simple unilateral analysis. 

 

The Theatre, along with other arts, is the mirror of the ages that passed and passes. We 

are witnessing today a new type of human sensitivity, in a time in which traditional 

landmarks have disappeared, and man is increasingly difficult to continue to exist in its 

own values. We are going through a period of crisis, we all know.   

 

But the question arises naturally in the context of our discussion that ”is there a crisis of 

the theater?” Behold, we will have an answer to this question in a particularly revealing 
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an author of early twentieth century, Romanian Mihail Sebastian, in his book 

”Encounters with the theater.” In fact, he asks this rhetorically, as mentioned above, and 

the answer is important and defining for the present discussion: ”... Is there a crisis of 

theater? And if so, should be considered as a preceding symptom of certain death, or as 

a sign of restless searching, marking a new direction? ... Obviously, the theater’s crisis 

clearly is manifested not trough abundance of industrial production stage, melodrama 

and pornography, nor the dramatic business failures. There are other signs, except 

surface. For example, small and sterile revolutions that are troubling the scene  and rape 

the text in vain, unable to create another type of dramatic construction replacing the one 

that was breake down ... 

 

We do not belive in the bankrupcy of the theater, but we are sure of death of the drama. 

It was a genre that needed audience. Or this, our time has not. Today, people do not 

know how to look .... The Theatre is vulgarly turned in to  a cheap show.  Theatre is 

turning to illiterate ...!” 

 

Always social and political situation of a society influenced its cultural life. Yet always, 

even in times of crisis, there were people who have been branded artistic personalities, 

who watched the smooth running of a high quality theatrical activities, the 

emancipation and promotion of theater performance and to encourage young 

generations of artists, based on the criterion value, thus proving their care to the place 

the theater will occupy in a modern society, ensuring to it a well deserved longevity. 

 

The theater is today a vast field, and young people that will prepare for the arts of the 

scene have the right to know the beauty, the richness and the diversity, but also the 

challenges of such an adventure. 

 

It is important not to foget that theater gives us the opportunity and the possibility to 

recover artistic vigor, consistency, creativity, trough the works our predecessors, in the 

value of their creations, in still undiscovered potential that established universal drama 

keep it and it still holds. 

 

Keywords: The Theatre, arts, drama, the scene, creativity, potential, intuition 
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II. PERSONAJUL TEATRAL 

THEATRICAL CHARACTER 

 

REPETIŢII ŞI EXAMENE SHAKESPEARE  
Shakespeare Exams and Rehearsals 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Lucia Mureşan 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

The author created a text – he ”saw” the heroes „in the happening” that he presents us 

with words and from these words we set on to work....thinking about what did the 

author want to express...We must understand, to get closer to the text, to fall in love 

with our caharacter. He must really wake up to life in the author’s conception, with his 

words and our emotions, as a new being with our body and voice... It’s passionate,,and 

often hard to explain for the „outsideres”- this build-up work of a new being. If 

Michelangelo used to say that the marble block has within itself the sculpture and he 

„revealed” it by removing the not needed stone, the actor enriches the new being with all 

the words that the author reveals, he inspires him, makes him dream, nourishes his 

feelings, his emotional memory...it’s chemistry that each actor discoveres sooner or later 

and this is the place where the actor’s personality, his mind, his thoughts, his culture, 

his imagination, his intuition make the difference. With each student the road gets 

created again and again. 

 

Keywords: character, conception, emotions, the actor, imagination, Shakespeare.  

 

 
PARAMITZA RROMANES - O POVESTE ŢIGĂNEASCĂ  

Paramitza Rromanes – A Gypsy Tale 

 

Student:  Ninel Petrache  

Îndrumător ştiinţific: Conf. univ. dr. George Grigore 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

What do you know about gypsies? Or who knows about gypsies? We are used to see only 

superficial facts about life and people. We just see but do not understand things beyond 
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their existence. In Paramitza Rromanes, we have brought together the most beautiful 

features of a gypsy’s soul: passion, feelings, energy, all in a lovely tale filled with music 

and dance. If we have succeed to stir your attention than we bring you the life beyond 

your vision. The story is focused on the love between Rita, Aron and Kalo. These two will 

fight for Rita’s love; faith will be on Aron’s side. The other characters who appear next to 

Sashenka, the sorceress and the main in our story, are her daughters Raisa, Iasmina and 

Sunankai. Paramitza Rromanes  is a painted tale which reveals the joy and the sadness 

of a gypsy tribe. 

 

Keywords: gypsies, passion, feelings, energy, music, dance, story 

 

 
IMPROVIZAŢIA – 

METODĂ A DESCOPERIRII ŞI DEZVOLTĂRII  
CREATIVITĂŢII ACTORULUI  

The Art of Improvising – A way of discovering and developing  

the actor’s creativity 

 
Asist. univ. drd. Dana Voicu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Anybody can act. Anybody can improvise. Anybody that wants can play in a theatre and 

learn to become ”suitable for stage”. We learn from experience and through 

experimenting and nobody can teach anybody no matter what! This is valid for the 

toddler that stumbles randomly while crawling on his hands and knees and then to his 

first steps standing on his two feet and also for the scientist.Talent. We must reconsider 

what we understand by talent. It is very likely that what we call talented is in fact ones 

individual ability to experiment, to live. Seeing things from this side someone’s personal 

ineffable potential can be developed through increasing ones individual capacity to 

experiment, to live. To experiment means merging with the surroundings, the total, 

organic mingling with all that’s around. 

 

Keywords: improvising, discovering, developing, creativity, the actor, talent 
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III. EXPRESIVITATE CORPORALĂ 

EXPRESSION BODY 

 

MODALITĂŢI DE ÎMBUNĂTĂŢIRE A EXPRESIVITĂŢII 
CORPORALE A ACTORULUI  

Ways of Improoving the Actor’s Body Expressivity 
 

Lector univ. drd. Anca Iorga 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The actor’s expressivity represents”a complex personality trait, including the mental 

projection and suitable, sugestive and superiorly communicative expression of an idea 

or aspychical state in a given situation” and, in the mean time representing a”Quantum 

of biotypical features and of behaviour features, conditioned on the first mentioned, in a 

way that there is a great degree of plasticity and harmony of the means of expression. An 

actors’ expressivity is made of : 

 - facial/physionomical expressivity, that is also given by the harmony of his bodily 

built-up; 

 - motric, gerstures’ expressivity, primerily defined by his agility, the fluidity and 

plasticity of his body in motion and secondarily by his originality and mobility that his 

body has at the level of moovement; 

 - verbal expressivity, given by the coherence and the efficiency of the intonation and by 

the correct stress on the accent on specific words  

   

Keywords: actor, expressivity, plasticity, harmony, motric, fluidity, mobility 
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INFLUENŢA EXERCIŢIILOR DE DEBLOCARE CORPORALĂ ÎN 
ANTRENAMENTUL STUDENŢILOR-ACTORI 

Exercises influence body release the student-actors training 
 

studentă Diana D. Croitoru  

Îndrumător: Asist. univ. drd. Anca Iorga 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

During October 20 and 23 of 2008, at  the Odeon Theatre from Bucharest, there were 

”The Days of the Polish Theatre” and in one of these days there was the workshop held 

by two actors from OKNO Theatre – ”The Theatre of the Shadows”, attended by theatre 

students from Spiru Haret University and from U.N.A.T.C. The workshop contained 3 

hours practical sessions during 2 of its days and there was also a theoretical course on 

the beginings of the theatre of the shadows, its philosophy and the differences between 

this type of theatre and the classical one. ”The Theatre of the Shadows” can be 

considered the first animation procedure, that together with the modern technical 

procedures can be a source of inspiration for cartoons creators for screenplays writers 

and for the experimental theatre’s actors. 

 

Keywords: technical, modern, source, inspiration, experimental, theatre, actor 

 

 

FUNCŢIA  REGIZORALĂ  ŞI  RECONSIDERAREA  
MIJLOACELOR  DE EXPRESIE ÎN ARTA ACTORULUI 

The director’s fuction and the reconsideration of means of expression 

in the art of acting 

Felicia Dalu 

Regizor dr. & Coregraf teatru 

 

Abstract 

 

The twentieth century bring major changes in world theater. The natural evolution of 

theater in general place a prominent figure among phenomenon, that of the modern 

director, whose presence would impart theater performance craftsmanship and artistic 

refinement. He, the director, creates new opportunities in the search for and 

development of working methods, the complex acting training exercise. It was intended 

that way, addressing both formulas work with diverse training and educational system 
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improved opening, increased. This led, of course, to establish a new number of studios, 

schools, academies, theaters and laboratories working throughout Europe and the U.S. 

 

Keywords: twentieth century, Musical theatre, Stanislavski, Meyerhold, modern 

musical performance 

 

 
IV. TEHNICĂ ŞI PRACTICĂ VOCALĂ 

TECHNIQUES AND PRACTICES VOICE 
 

DESPRE RESPIRAŢIE ŞI VOCE 
About breathing and voice 

 

Student Irina Simona Bârcă 

Îndrumător: Prof. univ. dr. Lucia Mureşan 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

Between February 11 and 16 of 2008, from UNESCO iniative, at the headquarters of 

U.N.A.T.C,”The Workshop of Breath and Voice” took place, under the guidance of Mrs. 

Jane Boston, academical staff from ”Royal Academy of Dramatic Art” from London. The 

work throughout the entire workshop was intense and focused, Mrs Jane Boston being 

an expert not only in stage speech and in Alexander Technique, but also a great teacher, 

leading the participants through a series of exercises of breathing and speaking (a few 

from Alexander Technique), but also from Yoga, Feldenkreis, Grotowski, Barba and so 

on. F.M.Alexander: The Man and His Life Frederick Matthias Alexander was born in 

1869 in Wynyard, Tasmania, as a sickly child with few survival chances and survived, 

though owed to his mother love and care. During his childhood, he learnt about 

agriculture and animals and developed a passion for horses that stayed with him all his 

life. 

 

Keywords: Breath, Voice, Dramatic Art, workshop, speaking, Yoga, Grotowski 
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V. VIAŢA ŞTIINŢIFICĂ 

SCIENTIFIC LIFE 

 

Sesiunea de comunicări ştiinţifice a cadrelor didactice  

din Facultatea de Arte a Universităţii Spiru Haret,  

specializarea Pedagogie Muzicală şi specializarea Artele Spectacolului (Actorie), cu 

tema: Abordări contemporane în cercetarea fenomenului artistic – Muzică şi Teatru  

Bucureşti, 15 decembrie 2011 

 

Scientific Session of teachers in the Faculty of Arts of the Spiru Haret University, 

Thursday, Dec. 15, 2011, at. 10/13, with the theme Contemporary Approaches in 

researching artistic phenomenon/Music and Theatre 

 

ADEVĂR ŞI REALITATE. 
METAMORFOZE ÎN DRAMATURGIA ROMÂNEASCĂ 

Truth and Reality. Metamorphoses of Romanian Drama  
 

Conf. univ. dr. Elena Popescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Romanian drama is remarkable today for its trend to a special realism despite its slow 

and sinuous evolution between tradition and contemporary period, despite its poor 

stylistic, thematic and plot ways when compared to prose. Using alternatively elements 

of style and composition characteristic to naturalism or neorealism, the new drama texts 

are focused on common life, on characters Romanian theatre has never met, giving thus 

birth to corresponding productions. The new Romanian plays are now less interested in 

the literary quality than in their spectacular, stage adaptability. They are deeply 

grounded in a hiper-realism, with vivid characters that are more rooted in the classic 

aesthetic categories of truth and reality. 

 

Keywords: Aesthetic Truth, Character, Drama, Naturalism, Realism, Reality, 

Representation, Romanian Drama, Romanian Theatre 
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TEODOR MAZILU: UN VEŞTEJITOR AL TOTALITARISMULUI 
Teodor Mazilu: a vehement critic of totalitarianism 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Eugen Virgil Nicoară 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

    

Abstract 

 

Teodor Mazilu had pamphletar spirit/witt of a satirical kind and by saying this we must 

distinguish between this kind of witt and the comical type. The satirical-pamphletar witt 

is unforgiven in itss manifestations and chooses human types that become stigmatised 

under its influence; the life partners are turned into boxing sacks, only good for getting 

kiks, and most of these kiks being the so-called ”bellow the belt” ones, coming from 

unscrupulous characters. Their ”salvation” comes from the fact that they are made from 

the same fabric as their tortureuis, this also making the cruelty of the attackers’ a bit 

milder by, surprisingly the ”facelessness” of the victims. The essential surroundings of 

all are of an unusual mediocrity, often close to nulity and in these circumstances life 

loocks like a long nightmare for the ones dirrectly envolved (the author’s caharacters) 

and for the witnesses of their soul’s manifestations (the public or the readers). 

 

Keywords: human types, stigmatized, characters, victims, Teodor Mazilu, mediocrity 
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